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About us
It’s not just about talking a good game. 

Allied Express is the largest independently-owned courier, 
express freight and specialised logistics company in Australia 
with a comprehensive range of fast, efficient express freight 
transport and logistical services providing an integrated solution 
for even the biggest clients.

We are proudly Australian, fiercely independent, customer 
focused and driven by a culture where we are not afraid to get 
our hands dirty. Allied Express’ success can be measured by 
our ability to promise and deliver a tailored logistical solution to 
suit the individual needs of our clients every time.



Our Services
At Allied Express we do much more than just deliver. Our flexible 
service offerings can be booked online via credit card, managed 
through our online account facility or even face to face with one 
of our account management team members.  

Couriers
With four levels of delivery options and urgency, Allied Express can tailor the level of delivery for 
every individual business need and budget.

Taxi Truck
For volume or heavy work, Allied Express can provide our Taxi Truck Fleet to either fill a gap in your 
own ongoing transport needs or to carry out a once-off heavy or oversized delivery.

Local Distribution
Our local freight distribution system enables us to exactly match our fleet to your transport and logistic 
needs, and can accurately assess your local freight distribution network in terms of area and volume.  

National Distribution
Our road and air freight services and depot network, coupled with our extensive grid of regional 
agents, gives us a coverage that bridges the gulf between you and your customers.

Third Party Logistics
Allied Express has world class warehousing and supply chain solutions - nationally. By adding 
strategically-located storage facilities to the largest express freight suburban courier fleet in Australia, 
our ability to warehouse and distribute your products is now second to none.



Our 
Technology
Track & Trace
At Allied Express we give our customers complete control over their deliveries with our extensive real 
time online track and trace feature. Overnight express freight can pass through multiple locations 
but with ‘Track & Trace’ your freight is always ‘on the radar’ as it is scanned and logged every step of  
the way.  

Fleet Management
Having an effective fleet management system is paramount to knowing the exact status of our fleet 
via GPS tracking and our proprietary mobile data systems. This allows us to appropriately allocate 
transport resources to achieve the best, most cost effective fleet ‘mix’ to service our clients’ needs.  

Online Account Management
At Allied Express we provide our customers the ability to effectively manage their logistics costs with 
our online account service.  Access invoice information to export to Excel, verify proof of delivery 
and even view a receipt name and signature. We work hand in hand with our clients to deliver highly 
functional accounting solutions. 



Our 
Customers
Allied Express prides itself on the tailored logistical solutions 
we provide for our customers. This is reflected by the quality 
of Australian businesses that call Allied Express their 
logistical partners.
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Our Tailored 
Customer 
Solutions
No matter how challenging the request, Allied Express can 
provide a tailored logistical solution that ensures your business 
is confident in telling your customers “of course we can!”.

Foxtel
In what is widely regarded as an extremely challenging transport requirement, Allied Express 
developed a seamless solution for delivering all set-top boxes and consumables to technicians and 
homes across metro, regional and country areas of Australia.

LG 
Allied Express provided a flawless distribution model for managing fleets of specialised vehicles in all 
capital cities across Australia offering consistent service to both retail and home delivery customers 
throughout demand peaks and troughs.

Holden Australia
Allied Express pick up from Holden parts suppliers and deliver into cross managed docks to ensure 
critical production line continuity.

Repco
Allied Express developed and managed a tailored distribution solution for Repco distribution centres 
delivering retail and trade products direct to Repco retailers nationally.

Dan Murphy’s
Allied Express developed a multi-layered distribution model to support the re-launch of Dan Murphy’s 
online store. This launch was seen by Woolworths as a major success story for the group.  

Fairfax Media
Allied Express provides a 24 hour logistical service for the Fairfax retail network in addition to all 
corporate delivery requirements.



Our Proud 
Association With 
Australian Sport
At Allied Express we pride ourselves on our association 
with Australian professional and non-professional sports, We 
have a long history of sporting sponsorship commencing in 
1978 with the sponsorship of the Bankstown Paceway Billy 
Cart Championships. We are sponsors of the NRL Wests 
Tigers and more recently AFL’s Western Bulldogs. Our long 
standing sponsorship of Wests Magpies supports our goal of 
the development of young people for the future.

Allied Express is also strong supporters of Harness Racing 
breeders, trainers and drivers throughout NSW and sponsors a 
multitude of races each year.



Our Charitable 
Endeavours
Allied Express supports the Australian community through 
carefully selecting social causes and charitable partnerships as 
an ongoing commitment. We are recognised for our support of 
the Variety Club and Barnardos Australia as well as many other 
individual and group causes throughout the country. 



Your business needs a National Transport and Logistics 
provider that will ensure a tailored solution every time.Contact Us


